
The Grid System is an entirely new holistic grid system featuring a collection of 
grid components with a common and consistent set of principles and functionality. 
This new system offers a more cohesive configuration experience, supports 
a wider variety of use-cases and UX patterns than before, and offers more 
extensibility for feature enhancements.

Build powerful grids with an intuitive configuration experience

Grid System
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Support more UX & UI patterns 
Configure a variety of grid patterns easily so 
you can service a more comprehensive array 

of design requirements

Support more use cases  
Unlock a wide variety of use cases from simple 
data entry to data exploration & data analysis

Simplify Configuration 
Improved configuration & advanced tooling 
enables you to build applications better & 

faster than ever before

Consistent Capabilities 
Consistent data structure & advanced logic 
capabilities allow you to build more complex 

use cases easily



UNQORK GRID SYSTEM

Inline Grid
Component-based inline editing leveraging the full power of 
Unqork’s input components. (Available Q1 22)
• Rich inline editing experience
• Embed powerful Uncork components within cells 
• Extensive custom styling and UX patterns
• Comprehensive support for business logic & calculations

Free-Form Grid
Form-based row layouts for rich layout and content 
consumption. (Available Q1 22)
• Form-based row layouts allows for custom layout 

& UI options
• Embed Unqork components within rows to build 

powerful forms and layouts 
• Supports multiple summary-detail hierarchical  

UX patterns 
 ◦ Summary Views: Rows & Table
 ◦ Detail Views: Accordion, Modal, Side-Bar 

• Comprehensive support for business  
logic & calculations
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Unqork’s new Grid System consists of the following three components:

Dynamic Grid
Spreadsheet-like inline editing for fast data entry, 
analysis, and exploration. (Now available)
• Spreadsheet-like editing experience 
• Column driven configuration
• Rich user experience patterns
• Comprehensive support for calculations
• Data exploration & analysis



Unqork and the no-code revolution
No-code is a new class of cloud-based development platform that empowers organizations to rapidly build robust enterprise-
grade software without writing a single line of code. Advanced no-code platforms such as Unqork come “out-of-the-box” (or 
out-of-the-virtual-SaaS-box) with all the toolsets and elements necessary to build and manage a robust application (e.g., front-end 
UX, workflow, rules engine, analytics, integrations, and maintenance). Since they’re all components of the same unified platform, 
everything works together in instant harmony. With no-code, organizations can devote all their development resources to addressing 
business challenges instead of technical ones. 

Also, by eliminating the need to write code from the building process, no-code expands the scope of who is doing the development. 
In a no-code platform, users (or ‘Creators’ as we refer to them at Unqork) build applications by drag-and-dropping configurable 
elements representing both user-facing features and back-end application logic. While modern programming languages (Java, 
Python, etc.) can take a year to learn and a decade to master, no-code can be picked up in just a few weeks, making development 
more collaborative and recruiting more flexible.

Unqork: the world’s first enterprise  
no-code application platform
Unqork is specifically designed to address the challenges of the 
world’s most complex and regulated service environments, including 
financial services, insurance, healthcare, and government. We 
levy decades of industry-specific experience from our in-house 
experts to take on each sector’s most critical challenges.

Unqork has backing from some of the world’s most disciplined 
investors, including Goldman Sachs, Capital G, and BlackRock. 
Our technologies have been adopted by leading organizations, 
including Liberty Mutual, Marsh, Pacific Life, and Goldman Sachs, 
just to name a notable few.

Our clients can achieve unparalleled speed and flexibility in their 
development function while requiring a fraction of the resources. 
We can deliver these benefits through:
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Curious about no-code for your organization?
Get in touch to schedule a demonstration from one of our no-code experts.

Contact Us

Enterprise-grade standards
Unqork comes with enterprise-
ready compliance (e.g., SOC2, GDPR, 
Privacy Shield compliant, etc.). We 
have complete security capabilities, 
including proprietary RBAC solutions, 
and we provide BCP and DR support for 
applications built on our platform.

A unified SaaS platform
Unqork boasts dozens of components and 
capabilities related to compliance (up-to-
date rules engines for FATCA, UK CDOT, 
Dodd-Frank, and more), security (native 
encryption, RBAC, and crowd-sourced 
penetration tests), and application 
management (SDLC governance, historic 
versioning, and module management).

Completely visual UI
Applications are built via an intuitive, 
visual User Interface (UI) featuring drag-
and-drop components representing user-
facing elements, backend processes, 
data transformations, third-party 
integrations, and a growing library of 
industry-specific templates.

UNQORK GRID SYSTEM


